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 Upcoming
 Training Dates
CMAS Accommodations
 Training:

 Remember to
 Breathe
 WIDA- Thank you to
 everyone who attended the

 Acuity
Questions, Comments and
 NEW EMAIL ADDRESS:

 Welcome To Our New Assessment Technician!
 Cammie Smith (formerly the SAC and clerk at Dartmouth Elementary) is our new assessment
 technician. We are extremely fortunate to have found someone who is familiar with APS and has
 been a SAC at a school site. Her extension is x28378 and email address is
 camsmith@aps.k12.co.us. 

Please feel free to introduce yourself at one of our upcoming training classes or call or email with your
 questions. We are all learning together this year, so your patience and understanding is greatly
 appreciated!
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This will be on December 7
 (either 9-12 or 1-4 at the
 PLCC). We have several
 schools who are not
 registered yet. All SACs are
 required to attend one
 session.

In addition there will be
 optional work sessions for
 CMAS in January to support
 you with entering student
 personal needs profiles
 (PNP). 

A complete schedule of all
 upcoming training is
 available on our website at:
http://assessment.aurorak12
.org/assessment-and-
resources/assessment-
calendars/

If you haven't registered, yet,
 please register in AVATAR.
 If you have any questions
 about registration, please
 contact Andrea Payne at
 x28382.

 December 1, 2015 WIDA
 ACCESS 2.0 training. If you
 were unable to attend, there
 is one more session
 available on December 8,
 2015. All SACs and ELA
 TLs need to attend one
 session as this is a new
 assessment this year.

Q & A-
Can we upload or add our
 own students in WIDA
 AMS?

Please do NOT upload
 students into the system as
 this is a feature that is
 available nationwide, but
 not one we are using in
 APS. All student uploads
 will be done by our IT
 department.

Could we get electronic
 copies of all the training
 materials shared at
 training?

Here is the link for the
 ACCESS training materials.

https://drive.google.com/ope
n?
id=0B1kcK37eph76ZjR4dEF
RaFM0NWc

If you are having trouble
 logging in, need an
 assessment reset or other
 general Acuity questions,
 please email the new Acuity
 Address:
 acuityrequests@aps.k12.co
.us

This mailbox Susan,
 Cammie, Mya and I have
 access to and will monitor
 throughout the day. This
 way, all Acuity questions,
 comments and concerns
 are located in one place
 and this will help all of us
 help you!

The Window is now open!
 Scoring needs to be
 completed and entered into
 Acuity no later than
 January 8, 2016.

 APS Website for Assessment Resources (click here)

 WIDA ACCESS 2.0 Work Sessions
When:
December 15 or December 17
AM: 8-11 OR PM 12-3
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Where:
PLCC

Who needs to attend:
SACs are required to attend at least one work session. ELA TLs can also attend.

 ACT Aspire and Acuity Questions and Answers
ACT Aspire:
Did you know?

ACT Aspire has a support line to assist you with interpreting ACT Aspire report interpretation to
 address many of your report questions. Their address is: actaspirereports_questions@actaspire.org

Here is a list of recent questions and answers regarding ACT Aspire reporting:
Q & A:

What should we expect a proficient student to score in each category? Specifically “Grade-Level
 Progress”, should a proficient student consistently score 90-100% or should a proficient student’s
 score match the percent of standards actually covered by that point in the year? Similarly, what
 would we expect that same proficient student to score in the next round assuming adequate growth?

The ACT Aspire Interim Assessments are 4 parallel assessments that assess the expectations for the
 full curriculum for a given grade year. Therefore, a proficient student’s score should match the
 percent of standards actually covered by that point in the year. You should expect to see a
 progressive increase in a student’s score as they complete successive Interim assessments because
 more grade level material will have been taught and learned.

In the “Skill Proficiency by Student” report:
What is the expected score for a proficient student?

The expected score for a proficient student would depend on the timing and the amount of grade level
 curriculum that had been taught at the time of the assessment administration.

When the report states that a student is “Below Average”, what does that mean? Who’s average?
 National? Local? School’s average?

The average is compared to group that took the test. Subject Proficiency by Student Report enables
 educators to compare individual scores and group averages to the school average. Skill Proficiency
 by Subject only compares individual scores to group average.

Does a zero on this report imply that the student missed all related questions or that the student did
 not answer questions or did not take that section? Other?

If a student was not assessed an “x” would appear in the column next to the students name. A zero

mailto:actaspirereports_questions@actaspire.org
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Connect with Kimberly Patten
Kimberly is using Smore flyers to spread the word online.

Follow Kimberly Patten Contact Kimberly Patten

 would indicate that the student did not answer any if the questions for that skill correctly. At this time
 there is no way for you to distinguish whether the student selected the wrong answer or did not
 answer the questions associated with this skill on this report.

Acuity:
Q & A
I have a student who logged into multiple test sessions and selected "Finish" for all of them. What do I
 do?

Please remind your test proctors that it is extremely important to actively proctor test sessions. We
 can delete and reassign Acuity assessments, however this is not an option during PARCC, CMAS or
 WIDA ACCESS 2.0. If a student hits "finish" before they have completed the assessment, this test
 can not be reopened.

Will we need calculators and protractors for Grades 6-7 and 8 for the Math Assessments?

Calculators can be used on one of the two sections of the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade Math Performance
 assessments. These are identified in the Test Instructions, which can be printed from the
 Assessments tab of Acuity. Protractors are not needed for the Form B Math assessments.

 Kimberly Patten- District Assessment
 Coordinator

 15701 East 1st Avenue…  kdpatten@aps.k12.co.us

 (303) 340-0861  assessment.aurorak12.…
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